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1 The Growing Importance of
Networking

Our lives are being influenced by an in-
creasingly complex networking and re-
lationship environment: over 800 mil-
lion people now have Facebook ac-
counts (Facebook Statistics 2011). We
can now manage our domestic appli-
ances remotely using mobile devices, for
example, cookers, heating systems, and

washing machines can be controlled from
afar at the touch of a button. The so
called Quick Response (QR) codes are
being used more and more as a real-
time medium for communicating prod-
uct information. Web pages and ap-
plications exchange information about
our preferences and our behaviors using
programming interfaces.

There is a growing trend towards ever
increasing network density, especially in
the business environment. The digital
linking of both people and things is be-
coming more and more popular. Exist-
ing business models are optimized by dis-
playing relationships explicitly, thereby
creating new business processes or, in
some cases, entire business models. Re-
lationship management was primarily
used as a tool in the areas of market-
ing and sales within the greater context
of Customer Relationship Management
(CRM). Nowadays, applications are be-
ing used operationally in areas as wide
ranging as logistics and human resources.
A profitable side effect of this is the rein-
forced cross-organizational networking
that takes place at a business network’s
level.

The concept of Anything Relationship
Management (xRM) attempts to design
and optimize the growing complexity of
relationship structures. By using infor-
mation and communication technologies
(ICTs), xRM platforms provide a means
for realizing various relationship-specific
application scenarios.

2 What is Anything Relationship
Management?

2.1 History

The systematic study of relationships has
its origins in marketing. For a long time
the subject was marked by a strong fo-
cus on individual transactions. Accord-
ing to McCarthy’s concept of the “Four
P’s” (Product, Price, Place, Promotion),
winning new customers has been a key
success variable (McCarthy 1960).

In times of increasing market satura-
tion, maintaining a sustainable relation-
ship with existing customers becomes

the focus of attention, and this pro-
cess was termed Relationship Marketing
(Berry 1983). Traditionally, however, re-
lationship marketing was aimed at cus-
tomers or at relationships between com-
panies and their markets. This definition
of Relationship Marketing has evolved
into Relationship Management. Accord-
ing to Diller and Kusterer (1988) Rela-
tionship Management can be understood
as being: “All the principles and guide-
lines plus any individual measures for the
long term and targeted initiation, man-
agement and control of business relation-
ships” – this remains a very theoretical
description.

From an IT point of view, implement-
ing these concepts has its roots firmly en-
trenched in marketing: it was at the end
of the 1990s, when CRM began to take
shape and specifically target sales mar-
kets and make use of ICT. CRM systems
strive for the efficient and effective design
of customer processes as well as a “single
view on the pre-existing customer data
of the company” (Hippner et al. 2006).
The initial approaches to more general-
ized Relationship Management systems
first appeared, albeit slightly delayed, in
the guise of XRM (written with an upper
case “X”): software manufacturers such
as BroadVision named their strategic
alignment of software solutions for the
maintaining business relationships as Ex-
tended Relationship Management (Broad-
vision 1998). Although many IT analysts
ran with the concept, and even published
conceptualizations of XRM (Radjou et
al. 2001), the market’s focus remained,
initially at least, firmly on CRM.

Around 2005, XRM finally gained at-
tention: on the one hand as a generic
term for specific applications such
as Supplier Relationship Management
(SRM) or Partner Relationship Manage-
ment (PRM) and on the other hand un-
der the heading of “integrating CRM”.
Schubert (2005) discussed the various
levels of relationship management and
their coordination using XRM. However,
XRM’s real “comeback” was in 2008,
when it appeared as Anything Relation-
ship Management and was written with
a lower-case “x”. Furthermore, Microsoft
began to notice xRM and to position it
as a new class of software for holistic
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Relationship Management. Today, xRM
plays an important role in the strategic
business orientation of CRM software
companies such as CAS Software AG.

2.2 Level of Development

Analogous to Customer Relationship
Management, Anything Relationship
Management needs to be consid-
ered from a business and technology
perspective.

From the business point of view, xRM
(Diller and Kusterer 1988) is a strate-
gic management approach that integrates
and aligns all levels of relationships. In
this sense, xRM contributes to the sys-
tematic management of relationships to
all partners, be they horizontal (e.g., joint
ventures), vertical (e.g., franchising), or
lateral co-operations (e.g., authorities).
Relationship Management is essentially
concerned with all manner of relation-
ships and not just those involving cus-
tomers, in essence any representatives of
organizational stakeholders. Another key
concept in the holistic xRM framework
is that of involving both tangible and in-
tangible relationships. Everything is in-
cluded in the relationship structures from
the material (e.g., fleet) to the intangi-
ble assets (e.g., contracts) and these are
represented in the system in their en-
tirety, which has a positive effect upon
optimization.

The practical implementation of the
concept is based on ICT. Usually xRM so-
lutions are realized as platforms. This ex-
tensible foundation provides core func-
tionalities that are used by multiple mod-
ules interacting with each other through
interfaces (Tiwana et al. 2010). Thus,
xRM platforms focus on the provision
of high-value functions that improve re-
lationship structures and also any re-
lated applications. At a conceptual level,
the creation of business objects as well
as their networking is supported. Busi-
ness logic and associated user interfaces
are based on the defined model. An es-
sential part of this, which is due to the
high service capacity of xRM platforms,
is the pursuit of a generation approach,
i.e. the largest possible part of the busi-
ness logic and user interface is created au-
tomatically based on defined business ob-
jects. This approach also enables devel-
opers who do not have explicit techni-
cal training to produce xRM applications.
Considering both perspectives, xRM can
be defined as follows: xRM describes a

management concept in which all lev-
els of relationships are coordinated and
transparent, interactive processes are cre-
ated. The implementation of the xRM
concept is based on platforms and mod-
ular, domain-specific applications build-
ing upon these platforms.

xRM solutions should provide organi-
zations with the ability to manage rela-
tionships of any type and between any
of their entities with the objective of
increasing stakeholder satisfaction: thus
ensuring a valuable contribution to the
long-term economic success of the orga-
nization. xRM platforms today are fre-
quently offered in terms of cloud-based
services, otherwise known as platform-
as-a-Service (PaaS) which provides an
environment for xRM applications with-
out having to resort to an IT infrastruc-
ture. Furthermore, xRM platforms al-
low the building of so-called platform-
based ecosystems, consisting of software
manufacturers, service companies, and
users.

The effective distribution of xRM ap-
plications depends upon how effective
the application markets for mobile ap-
plications are: just as with the apps mar-
kets for private users such as Apple’s App
Store.

3 Practical Implementation

In recent years, there have been a variety
of different commercial xRM systems for
sale on the market that are based on exist-
ing CRM solutions. Some good examples
include: Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
with the xRM Application Framework,
Salesforce.com with Force.com platform,
Sugar CRM’s “Sugar Platform Edition” as
well as the CAS Open Platform on the
German market. All of these solutions
have already developed well established,
platform-based ecosystems. For exam-
ple, Salesforce.com built up the AppEx-
change marketplace which currently of-
fers 1,331 xRM-built applications (Sales-
force AppExchange 2011). The range of
available applications provides solutions
for all types of functional business areas,
from human resources to finance. In ad-
dition, there is a range of industry spe-
cific solutions that address more specific
requirements.

Generally, you can make a distinc-
tion between two application areas: inter-
nal organizational Relationship Manage-
ment uses xRM platforms for documen-
tation, analysis, and the influencing of

relationships between entities within the
organization. In contrast, organization-
wide Relationship Management goes be-
yond the organizational boundaries sup-
porting the initiation, the management,
and the controlling of business relation-
ships.

Human Resource Management is a
typical area in which internal organiza-
tional Relationship Management is used
to provide a means of systematically de-
veloping employees. Other examples in-
clude department specific applications
that use modules and interfaces to op-
timize the impact of a situational ap-
plication (Cherbakov et al. 2007). Your
employees do not require any specific
knowledge of development processes or
associated technologies in such cases.
And it is often the case that depart-
ment specific applications, and the solu-
tions they provide, are frequently found
to be based on simple spreadsheets or
database systems, whereas an xRM plat-
form brings substantial additional bene-
fits in the form of extra functionality. For
example, any virtual teams using xRM
can set up a digital project work space
which is adapted to the needs and spe-
cific characteristics of the project and the
team.

The following example of cross-
organizational Relationship Manage-
ment as applied to a German mechanical
engineering company helps to illustrate
these points. Within the framework of
the needs analysis phase prior to the
planned introduction of the CRM sys-
tem, it was discovered that a customer
dossier providing all employees with a
comprehensive 360° view of company-
wide processes brought useful holistic
benefits that went beyond just the core
processes of marketing, sales, and sup-
port. A CRM system displays key internal
processes and also utilizes this informa-
tion to further transparency by providing
customers with an operational overview.
In this case the customers wanted to have
a means of being able to check current
machine stocks or the locations of the
machines. This was one of several key re-
quirements that were implemented into
the xRM platform. Based on the product
master-data information contained in the
ERP system, the xRM solution facilitated
the mapping of various links between
the products, structured customer data,
and unstructured documents, and made
them easily accessible to the various user
groups.
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Also in the public sector, the manage-
ment of complex inter-organizational re-
lationships plays an increasingly impor-
tant role. Several years ago now, the Karl-
sruhe Institute of Technology established
a separate Relationship Management Of-
fice (KIT 2011). The creation of a strong
network of students, staff, alumni, and
representatives from industry, business,
and science, as well as friends and sup-
porters, is now an important aspect of
the university’s development. xRM plat-
forms, especially with regard to flexi-
bility, go far beyond existing campus
management systems and provide tech-
nological support for establishing and
maintaining such networks.

4 Is This Important to Business
and Information Systems
Engineering?

The new xRM paradigm provides a vari-
ety of relevant issues for Business and In-
formation Systems Engineering (BISE),
from both a business and technological
point of view. Platform-based ecosystems
are on the way to becoming the domi-
nant approach to software development
and the deployment of software-based
services (Tiwana et al. 2010). Platforms
are an interesting means of transferring
the customized mass production mod-
els, from other industries, on to the soft-
ware industry as way of satisfying “long
tail needs”. xRM platforms are especially
good at highlighting new opportunities
in the service industry for relationship-
based business applications. In combi-
nation with a market-based distribution
model, such specific applications can eas-
ily be made available to users. Establish-
ing a successful platform-based ecosys-
tem requires a suitably designed platform
and clearly defined governance mecha-
nisms.

Another challenge facing the develop-
ment of platform-based xRM applica-
tions is the application’s granularity or

smallest degree to which data can ‘atom-
ized’ or reduced. There is already a num-
ber of competing xRM platforms on the
market today.

This raises new questions on issues of
platform interoperability, as well as the
design of markets for cross-platform so-
lutions with pre-configured xRM appli-
cation packages which are based on one
or more platforms. Cloud-based xRM
platforms enable new networking sce-
narios on a company-wide or cross-
organizational basis.

For example, in the area of procure-
ment, the structured and unstructured
interactions between customers and sup-
pliers can be made more efficient through
the use of transversal, platform-based
applications (Koppenhagen et al. 2011).
Moving beyond an “Internet of things”
requires more than simply upgrading
micro-electronic objects that communi-
cate with one another. Linking objects
to one another, or the Internet, requires
clear relationship structures, and there-
fore, an xRM framework. At the heart of
this approach is the expansion of Web-
based services (“Internet of Services”) to
the “Internet of things”. An xRM sys-
tem links both real and virtual enti-
ties dynamically with respect to the con-
text, and this is done using a variety
of applications. Research in the field of
BISE is currently focused upon identify-
ing the design principles of suitable xRM
applications.

Another interesting area of study is the
interplay between standardized applica-
tion software such as ERP and xRM plat-
forms. Today, the interplay between ERP
and CRM is well documented. However,
xRM platforms still provide new oppor-
tunities for ERP functions that can be
developed or expanded into the areas of
tactical and strategic Human Resource
Management. xRM platforms are charac-
terized by flexibility and short develop-
ment cycles, which makes them attractive
as an approach for implementing busi-

ness applications. Nevertheless, the de-
velopment of independent xRM appli-
cations can lead to a highly heteroge-
neous application landscape. Therefore,
new approaches will be needed to cre-
ate an optimal balance between flexibility
and standardization using xRM.
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